Reflection 2021 and Looking at 2022 in a Mirror.
Thank God! We are here in 2022.
With grateful heart and appreciation to the Lord for answering
prayers offered by many on our behalf and encouragement
received from brethren we can now say Ebenezer!
Entering the year 2021 was dramatic in the midst of global
pandemic COVID 19.It was unprecedented in the experience of
almost everyone living and characterized byglobal health
restrictions and protocols...Causing confusion, insecurity,
stigma, and emotional isolation mostly noticed in our service
delivery to targeted communities. Expressions of anxiety, panic,
stress and fear can easily be seen here in January 2022.
Beginning of 2021 in the midst of global pandemic, WOTA had
already planned to initiate a ministry within WOTA whose focus
would be to look at the need for effective leadership at every
level of local church ministries such as Music, hospitality,
Sunday school, evangelism, youth, mission sending, eldership,
pastoral, administrative, governors,prayers &Intercession and
service institutions to enable those involved to achieve
intended end results in their service to others.

Core Training Service(CTS) was formed to fulfill above WOTA’s
ideals and be that specialized ministry to initiate ministry
models, capacity building and training that will foster different
leadership roles path ways in the local churches and institutions
into highly effective and result oriented teams that perform
service at optimum ground pleasing the Lord of the Harvest.
In view of WOTA sending mandate of placing Christian global
workers in critical location around the world to serve as salt
and light in needy regions,Core Training Service (CTS) first
challenge was to set up a one (1) year training course to equip
global workers for service and help avoid attrition for Zambia
global workers outreach.
Pre-Field Global Workers Training was initiated in April 2021 in
the context of the pandemic COVID 19 as an online training.
WOTA recruited 62 students as first fruit for Core Training
Service (CTS) from Eastern, North Western, Copper belt and
Lusaka provinces of Zambia.Looking beyond COVID19
pandemic, CTS enrolledprofessionals and clergy as students for
its first Pre-Field Global Workers Training to be equipped for a
year in readiness for mission sending.During the course of our
online training we encountered a lot of challenges due to bad
internet connections from time to time and some of students
could not be able to afford the cost of buying internet bundles
to enable them have internet connection. We only managed to

train to date 34students. We hope to have the 34 graduate by
the end of May 2022. We are currently remaining with seven
training courses to completion namely, Personal & Family
wellness, Understanding Islam, Life and Ministry among
Muslims, Strategic principles of Missions History, Leadership &
Development, Language learning Skills and Business in Mission.
We treasure your ongoing prayers support as we seek together
the Lord to enable WOTA facilitates the placing of workers on
the harvest field where the Lord is calling them either here at
our doorsteps or there in the region beyond. We are praying
that each of those doing this one year Pre-Field global Workers
Training shall find a place of obedience in the service of the
Lord in His Harvest.
I truly believe every effort and step towards building capacity
for the Church in Zambia and Africa shall result in sharpening
local churches focus becoming missional to Jesus Glory and
the joy of Nations!
Ignite Christian Service (ICS)
This ministry is geared towards influencing our nation (Zambia)
with Biblical transformational truth starting with one of the
core sectors of the nation – Education.
We believe education develops a country’s economy and
society; therefore, it is the milestone of a nation’s

development. Education provides knowledge and skills to the
population, as well as shaping the personality of the youths of a
nation. Youths of today are emerging leaders positioning
themselves to lead and give direction to tomorrow’s world.
Hence, the need for ICS strategic biblical interventions in
education to give a big impact on humanity opportunity in
continuing their life quality. As children of Abraham, WOTA
sees the official partnership with government through the
Ministry of General Education (MOGE) to do activities in
schools as an opportunity to fulfill biblical mandate to be salt of
the earth and light of the world. Genesis 12:3 “…and in thee
shall all the families of the earth be blessed.”
This year 2022 we seek to establish by God’s grace an ongoing
platform for activities in schools with two pronged strategy
reaching educators and students in fulfilling biblical mandate
given to us as Abraham’s descendants. We hope many shall
see this as an open door of opportunities that the Lord has
given to the churchin Zambia and elsewhere to reaching our
nation and bless families, communities and society for Jesus
Glory.
Here is WOTA’s program area of activities:
1. Leadership, management and supervisions
2. Teacher’s Preparedness

3. Learners Support
Our mandate of activities is only limited to North Western
Province at this piloting stage.
North Western Province of Zambia has 11 districts with more
than 300,000 learners and more than 10,000 educators.
We hope to conduct leadership training activities in 4 districts
this year 2022. Each training event will host not less than 120
participants in attendance. Each district will have two (2)
sessions of leadership training seminars. Our target group shall
be in the following categories: Those serving at District
Education Boards, Head Teachers, Head of Departments, Senior
Teachers, and Guidance & Counseling Teachers. This year Ignite
Christian Service (ICS) hope to train 960 educators in schools.
ICS – Learners Support Activities 2022.
Learners ‘support is our direct link with learners and
communities.
The Ministry of General Education has announced the schools
shall open and run normally while observing COVID 19 health
guidance and protocols. Schools shall open on the 24th of
January 2022. ICS will be able to function in the same context
observing COVID 19 Health guidance and protocols.

ICS Learners Bible Clubs
At the heart of ICS interventions in schools are ICS Learners
Bible Clubs. We hope to initiate and establish this year ICS Bible
Clubs in three (3) districts in the North Western Province of
Zambia.
Each district to have three (3) primary schools and seven (7)
Secondary Schoolspiloting ICS learners Bible Clubs. We need to
purchase 357 Bibles from Bible Society of Zambia for use during
ICS Learners Bible Clubs to support learners in their learning.
We have in place already teaching materials to be used for each
session for weekly ICS Bible Clubs in every school. We just need
to organize them for each session of the week. Printing
materials.Etc.
Each primary school will have organized leadership to
administer ICS Bible Club sessions and activities. The Clubber’s
Team Action Members (CTAM) shall take leadership at Bible
Club level for each school. Each ICS Learners Bible Clubs will
have thirteen (13) CTAM serving at the school ICS Bible Club
level. The thirteen (13) CTAM will comprised of three (3) school
teachers, three (3) members of the community representing
local churches and seven (7) learners on CTAM. This means will
have on primary school levels for our piloting in three districts
27 primary school teachers, 27 members of the communities
representing local churches and 63 learners serving on CTAM

this year in primary schools. Will have a total of 117 leaders on
CTAM at Primary school level this year 2022.
In the same way, each secondary school will have an organized
leadership team to administer ICS Bible Club sessions and
activities. We hope to establish ICS leaners Bible Clubs in seven
(7) secondary schools in each district. Each secondary school
will have two teams of CTAM one serving junior and the other
senior classes ICS Learners Bible Clubs activities in order to
meet the need of leaners according to their age group.
Seven (7) ICS Learners Bible Clubs each in each secondary
school shall give us 14 CTAM multiply by 3 districts will have a
total of 42 CTAM. The 42 CTAM will give us 126 Secondary
school teachers serving on CTAM and 126 members of the
community serving on CTAM and 294 learners serving on
CTAM. Will have a total of 542 leaders on CTAM at secondary
school level this year 2022.
In summary we are looking at 542 leaders on CTAM secondary
Schools and 117 leaders on CTAM primary schools.
For both CTAM at primary and secondary school levels we shall
have a total of 659 leaders on CTAM to run ICS learners Bible
Clubs in three districts in the North Western Province as we
pilot and establish this critical initiative in reaching our nation
(Zambia) for Jesus Glory. Knowing very well that leadership play

key role in the orientation and direction of ICS Learners Bible
Clubs initiative implementation.
We need to first train all CTAM members as we establish ICS
Learners Bible Clubs in schools this year.
The following are items of prayers for actualization of purpose
for this year 2022 ICS activities in schools.
-Purchasing of 357 Bibles to be placed in schools
- Training seminars for 659 Leaders to serve on CTAM
-Running cost ICS Learners Bible Clubs
-We are seeking for help to start ICS Learners Bible Club at a
school by sponsoring one (1) Bible Club at USD 450 for the
year 2022.
We Promise to give sponsors periodical reports (including
photos, video clips, etc.) of ICS Learners Bible Clubs. If we can
have someone to adopt and sponsor17 Clubs then ICS learners
club can start in one district as soon as possible.
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Thank you for your time reading this.
Blessings
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